LOMAX GARAGE DOORS
RELIABILITY AND SAFETY
IN ALL WEATHER CONDITIONS

TOGETHER EVERY DAY
 oors, garage doors, blinds or roller shutters are an integral part of
D
each home and thus become an everyday life companion.
Just think how many times a day you touch the entrance door handle,
drive into the garage, tilt the blinds or lower the roller shutters.

LOMAX products are used by hundreds of thousands
of people several times a day. They open, close,
lower and raise them. This creates huge demands
on functionality, quiet operation, colour retention and
so on. And all these demands are met by LOMAX
products. Every second, every minute, every day
since 1992.

YOUR INDIVIDUALITY
IS A CHALLENGE FOR US

9 REASONS
TO CHOOSE LOMAX

Choose a garage door exactly to your liking. The external garage door design can be adapted to
any requirement, and even unusual design requirements will not surprise us. We are happy to
create original and new solutions together with you.
Since 1992, we have been manufacturing garage doors emphasizing the uniqueness of the place
where you live. LOMAX garage doors decorate the garages of hundreds of thousands of satisfied
customers. We are the largest Czech producer of garage doors, roller shutters, blinds and
entrance doors. Quality, safety, reliability and a long lifetime are our number one priorities.
Our garage doors are made of high quality components. We use top-processed panels of our own
Czech production with an above-standard 10-year guarantee. LOMAX guarantees fast production,
precise installation and easily accessible service, including spare parts.

Leading
the market
We are the largest Czech producer
of garage doors.

Custom-made
production

Fine-tuned offer
We will tailor LOMAX garage doors to your specific needs and requirements.

10-year
guarantee

Technical design
free of charge

You get a 10-year guarantee for the We will also provide a free measuring
door wing and a 5-year guarantee for
and price offer.
the motor.

80 branches
in the Czech Republic
and Slovakia

Fast
service

We will manufacture the garage door
with millimetre accuracy, exactly
according to the dimensions of your
garage.

Thanks to our own production, we
always have spare parts available.

You can also find us in Switzerland,
Germany and Austria.

Wide selection of
accessories

Czech
product

Choice
of 2,500 colours

We offer a number of safety features
and control methods.

We produce everything ourselves
and use quality materials from EU
countries.

The design can be fine-tuned with
stainless elements or glazing.

Fine-tuned design
LOMAX garage doors harmonize with architecture, building material, colour concept
and the environment of your house.

Fine-tuned quality
LOMAX garage doors meet the requirements for high standards of design and technologies used.

Fine-tuned services
LOMAX garage doors offer you a whole range of additional services.

Fine-tuned assortment
LOMAX manufactures not only garage doors, but also a comprehensive range of exterior roller
shutters, blinds and entrance doors. Everything matches in terms of aesthetics and technology.
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5 USEFUL TIPS ON HOW TO CHOOSE
THE RIGHT GARAGE DOOR
1. A different type of garage door fits into each garage
In the past, everybody had only one type of garage door. Nowadays you must first choose
which type is the right one for you. Therefore, we have prepared this clearly arranged table:

2. Beware of poor quality doors
Always ask where the door you are buying comes
from. Many retailers only resell low-quality, and
therefore dangerous, products from different
countries around the world. It is safer to buy from a
renowned Czech producer.
The biggest Czech producer is LOMAX. We have
80 branches in all regions of the Czech Republic
and Slovak Republic and we guarantee fast service
and the availability of spare parts.

Door type / where it fits
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3. Get a custom-made door
SECTIONAL GARAGE DOORS
Doors that go in under the ceiling
are a modern classic. They can be used in
most garages.

Gone are the days when the customer had to adapt
to the seller. The doors were only available in a few
sizes and the owners had to demolish or build up
walls in the garages. However, the result never
looked completely flawless. Find a company that
will produce a custom-made door. This is the only
way to achieve a perfect look and functionality.
At LOMAX, custom-made doors are a matter of
course and you don't pay anything extra for them.

SLIDING GARAGE DOORS
They are suitable for garages
with low ceilings and garages through
which you enter the house.

ROLLING GARAGE DOORS
Elegant, durable and economical solution
for even the smallest garages. The doors
roll into a box above the construction hole.

TWO-WING GARAGE DOORS
This classic type of door is suitable for
garages where you want to maintain a
traditional look.
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4. Watch out for guarantees
Because we produce the garage doors ourselves,
we can provide a 100% guarantee of their quality.
That is why we provide a 10-year guarantee for
door wings.
We use only the most modern methods in
production. For example, we apply wood imitation
to the material before the actual production of the
panel. Only then do we roll the shape of the section
and fill the panel with PUR foam. Thanks to this
technology, wood imitation is much more durable
than just applying the foil to the finished sections.

5. Additional services
Find out what additional services the door
seller offers you. Does he want you to measure
the construction hole yourself? If you make a
mistake, you will get doors that do not fit and
you will not be able to claim them. That's why at
LOMAX, we always have your doors measured
by our technicians. We also provide professional
installation. This is the only way you can be sure
that the door will work as it should.
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SECTIONAL GARAGE DOORS

HOME 2G

Motor and
remote
control
included.

We know very well how every Euro is counted when renovating or
building a house. We have combined quality and a low price and
developed the sectional garage door HOME 2G. For the lowest
possible price, you can get a perfectly processed, high-quality
sectional door with excellent thermal insulation properties. You also
get a motor and a remote control together with the door.

Sectional doors
HOME 2G custommade to your ideas
The lowest possible price
Above-standard LOMAX quality
Motor and remote control included
You can choose from 4 groove types free of
charge, which we can combine with any colour
or wood decor.
Wide range of accessories

Ask for the price
at your retailer.

Economic option
08
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Sectional garage doors
HOME 2G

Sectional garage doors
HOME 2G

Minimum space requirements

SECTIONAL GARAGE DOORS

DELTA

Wide
range of
custommade
products

We are sure you must know that. The longer you have the garage,
the less space there is inside. Each centimetre is worth gold.
Sectional doors DELTA are definitely not another obstacle in your
garage, as they go in under the ceiling. Sectional doors DELTA offer
not only a practical opening system, but they can bring you closer to
nature and all its colour shades.

Sectional doors
DELTA custom-made
to your ideas
Minimum space requirements in the garage
You can choose from 4 groove types free of
charge, which we can combine with any colour
or wood decor.
Possibility to choose the control system
Manual control or an electric drive will help you.
Great value for money

The most variable solution
10

Large selection of accessories
(e.g. safety photo barrier, glazing or stainless
Creative elements).
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Sectional garage doors
DELTA

Sectional garage doors
DELTA

Your door will be an absolute original
Each door is custom-made for a specific
customer.

SECTIONAL GARAGE DOORS

EXCELLENT

Perfectly
tuned
doors

The top sectional garage doors EXCELLENT are based on DELTA
sectional doors. Nowadays the dozens of design improvements
represent the absolute pinnacle in garage door design, safety and
quality. They have smoother and quieter operation, increased safety
during handling and a perfectly tuned design of visible components.
They are simply an excellent solution for your garage.

Sectional doors
EXCELLENT custommade to your ideas
Aesthetics in the interior – it is a perfect interior
design thanks to the covered spring system in
the door colour.
Your door will be an absolute original.
Each door is custom-made.
You can choose from 4 groove types, more than
2,500 colours and dozens of wood imitations.
We can unify the entire door colour
(including aluminium parts).

Fully equipped doors
12

The door includes a LOMAX Exclusive motor
with the function:
- Speed = door speed 22 cm/s.
- BlueLine = maximum energy saving (0.6 W
in STAND-BY mode)
Safety photo barrier with the possibility of
automatic closing.

The price includes a smart motor
and controller
with two-way communication
(bi.linked).
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Sectional garage doors
EXCELLENT

Sectional garage doors
EXCELLENT

There is a wide range of accessories,
such as LED lighting.

SOLUTION

LOMAX Easy

Fast and
easily in
high quality

Are you reconstructing and your garage does not allow for structural
modifications? If you still want quality sectional garage doors, LOMAX
Easy is the ideal solution for you. We will create the necessary side
room and headroom in a simple form using an aluminium frame. In a
couple of hours, you can have the old door replaced with a new one
without any structural modifications. Thanks to the EASY solution, we
can install any sectional door from our offer in your garage:
EXCELLENT, DELTA and HOME doors. The only limitations are the
maximum dimensions of the mounted frame – 3,000 mm in width
and 3,100 mm in height. The EASY solution does not compromise on
quality, safety, comfort or design in any way.

Your ideal solution
for reconstructions
is LOMAX Easy.
Installation of new doors within a couple of hours
Solution for the existing door hole
The inserted LOMAX frame does not limit you
when choosing the offered options.
EASY frame in the colour of the door
Possibility to choose the control system
Manual control or an electric drive will help you.
Minimal maintenance
In terms of structure, it is an aluminium frame
with a lining.
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Lomax easy
SOLUTION

Lomax easy
SOLUTION

No need for structural modifications

SLIDING GARAGE DOORS

PRAKTIK

Also
allows only
opening
a certain
part.

We were inspired by the sectional garage doors, took the panels and
placed them vertically. The sliding door does not go in under the
garage ceiling, but sideways.
Such a construction ensures high operating efficiency and a long
lifetime. The sliding door adapts to you, because it can respond
flexibly to your needs. It saves space under the garage ceiling. It
maximizes the practical usability of the entrance, often the only one
entrance into the house.

Sliding doors
PRAKTIK custommade to your ideas
It also allows only opening to a certain part
for the passage of persons.
Drive or manual control
Manual control is very easy.
Minimal maintenance
The door does not reduce the clear height of
the hole.

Sliding garage doors
PRAKTIK

The system runs very quietly.

Two in one!
Garage door
and entrance to the house.

Save centimetres
16
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Sliding garage doors
PRAKTIK

Thanks to the high quality of fabrication, you
can rely on the door and its long lifetime.

SIMPLY CLASSIC

TWO-WING DOORS LT50

in an aluminium frame

Two-wing doors are always custom-made using
sections of our own production, the same as we
use for sectional doors.

Even though the trends tend toward using sectional doors,
two-wing garage doors are a classic. Their advantage is versatility,
simplicity and the possibility of use both in new buildings
and in reconstructions.

We guarantee you high quality
and our above-standard guarantees.
We offer the possibility of outside and inside
opening.
In terms of structure, it is an aluminium frame
filled with sections that can have any possible
combinations and accessories as a LOMAX
sectional door.

SIDE DOOR
IN THE GARAGE? YES!

One-wing doors LT50 in
an aluminium frame
Even if you decide to have a side entrance to
your garage, you do not need to worry about
compromises.

Simply classic
TWO-WING DOORS LT50

High quality sections of 40 mm thickness are
fitted in an aluminium frame and can be painted
in more than 2,500 colour shades.

Ageless classic
18
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Simply classic
TWO-WING DOORS
AND ONE-WING DOORS LT50

Thanks to the use of an identical material as
in the production of the main garage door,
we guarantee a perfectly tuned look of your
garage. A one-wing door excels with its perfect
fabrication and long lifetime as we use top
quality materials, the same ones that we use in
sectional doors.

INDUSTRIAL DOORS

WITHOUT COMPROMISES

Warehouses, halls, car repair shops and dozens of other premises
need garage doors that can withstand demanding daily operation.
That is why we pay particular attention to reliability, safety and a long
lifetime in industrial garage doors. The most common solutions are
sectional industrial doors and industrial rolling doors. For industrial
use, we also offer high-speed garage doors and loading equipment.

Industrial doors
custom-made for your
company
ALU 60
Doors with increased insulating and sealing properties
ensuring maximum thermal and sound insulation in all
conditions.
Helix a S600
High-speed doors are up to 6 times faster than sectional
doors, they are the ideal solution for a higher frequency of
opening. Helix doors are a revolutionary innovation, thanks
to the spiral winding they do not need additional space and
there is no abrasion or wear of the slats.
Entrance doors 40 and 60 mm

High functionality
20

12 standard colours at no extra charge
We offer up to 12 standard colours at no extra charge.
The colours are applied by powder coating on a micro
profile panel in the RAL design.
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Industrial doors
WITHOUT COMPROMISES

Industrial doors
WITHOUT COMPROMISES

We offer the possibility of an entrance door with
embedded hinges, a low doorsill (22 mm) and an
interrupted thermal bridge.

4
3

A CLOSER LOOK
AT DOOR
PRODUCTION

2

LOMAX DOORS,
THE RIGHT CHOICE.

1

1. Sections – panels

The basis of the door are quality sections – panels,
from which the door is composed and thus form
the basis of the garage door. The panel sandwich is
made of steel sheet filled with hard PUR foam with
excellent insulating properties.

thermal bridge interruption
foil with wood imitation with a thickness of 200 μm
two-component surface varnish
primer
zinc layer
0.53 / 0.6 mm thick steel sheet
zinc layer
adhesive primer layer

2. Load-bearing structures
An integral part of sectional doors is the so-called
fittings, i.e. load-bearing structures for mounting
and guiding the door.
The sheet metal thickness of the stand system,
guide rails and other accessories is 2 mm – which
is the best value on the current market.
An important fact is that the connection between
these elements is provided by Tox technology (one
material is pressed into the other). This guarantees
perfect protection against corrosion, as the
galvanized material is not disturbed by any cut or
other destructive modification of the metal shape.

3. Torsion springs
The last basic element of the door are torsion
springs. These ensure the ideal balance and
motion of the door thanks to the transmission of
force by means of a shaft and a cable. Standard
dimensioning is for at least 20,000 cycles.

4. Motor and control
By automating the door with motors from the
best European drive suppliers from Germany and
France, you can acquire a comfortable and precisely
processed product that will satisfy even the most
demanding clients. There is a full range of control
elements – a button or key switch, a code keypad, a
fingerprint reader, a chip card. You can also control
the door with a mobile phone!

PUR foam (density 50 kg / m3)

We are a direct producer

Safety first

The indisputable competitive advantage of
LOMAX products is individualized production.
Our own rolling line enables giving the door
any design, so it can be manufactured exactly
according to the customer's requirements, which
makes LOMAX significantly different from most
domestic and foreign competitors.

Safe operation of the garage door is ensured
by features such as an infra-red barrier, antifall brakes or motor protection when hitting
an obstacle. These safety features prevent
damage to property and protect human health.

reinforcements for attaching hinges

Detailed technical information
on the composition of sections – panels
SHEET
Extremely durable steel sheet, which forms the
"cover" of the sections, has a thickness of at
least 0.53 mm or 0.6 mm and is galvanized on
both sides. The inner side is provided with an
epoxy primer to ensure the optimal adhesion of
the polyurethane to the sheet. The outer surface
consists of 200 micron PVC decorative foil or
polyester coating with a thickness of 25 microns.

INSULATION
A very important part of the sections is the
insulation, which consists of a polyurethane
compound (PUR). Its density is up to 50 kg / m3
and ensures ideal thermal insulation properties
of the doors and above-standard strength of the
section. The perfect design is created by foamed
galvanized reinforcements to strengthen the
joint at the hinges. The lower and upper sections
are finished with aluminium profiles with rubber
for sealing. Thanks to this unique technology,
LOMAX doors are very strong and safe.

Each door is original
There are no limits to the broad selection of
design-original stainless accessories and
glazing, more than 2,500 colour shades, a wide
range of wood imitations. LOMAX is the only
producer in the Czech Republic capable of freely
combining all this with basic types of grooves
such as block, slat, middle groove or groove-less.

Always something extra
The materials used can be further diversified with
the possibility of glazing sections, installation of
ventilation grilles or design stainless CREATIVE
elements, which we are able to produce precisely
according to customer requirements.

Good investment
Excellent thermal insulation properties,
original design, high reliability
and a long lifetime – these are the
characteristics
of LOMAX doors.

Consistency brings quality
All the mentioned elements of LOMAX garage
doors are always produced custom-made.
We thus ensure the optimal functionality
and lifetime of each door produced, and the
customer automatically obtains the abovestandard guarantees that our company
provides without exception.

THERMAL INSULATION
The definitive elements for truly functional
thermal insulation are, among other things, locks
with an interrupted thermal bridge and seals
between the locks and the individual sections for
a perfect seal.
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SECTIONAL DOORS
COLOUR DESIGN
Do you love pastel colours? Or do you prefer more extravagant
solutions? If you want to avoid the “grey” average, nothing is easier
than making a sectional door in a colour shade you like. You can
choose your favourite shade for the inner side of the sections from
our complete range of colours.

Plentiful quantities of
colour combinations

Sectional doors
custom-made in a
colour design according
to your ideas

Sample book NCS

Plentiful quantities of colour combinations,
a choice of 2,500 colour shades of sectional
doors
Doors exactly according to your requirements
- we will supply a door exactly according to your
specific needs
- we paint individually according to the colour of
the façade or windows
- the colour can be glossy, semi-gloss or matt

Sample book RAL

Choose colours
24

We also offer DTM
colours with a rough structure.
25

Sectional doors
COLOUR DESIGN

Sectional doors
COLOUR DESIGN

Offering groove types free of charge for any
colour
(except for irregular composition of blocks)

SECTIONAL DOORS
WOOD IMITATION
Nature is an eternal inspiration. It give off harmony,
balanceand naturalness. Sectional doors take the best
from the nature.And you can see for yourself with
the LOMAX sectional doors that we offer in lots of
authentic imitations of wood.

OREGON

CHERRY

DOUGLASIE

MAHOGANY

RUSTICAL

PIN OAK

NUT-TREE

BALSAMICO

DELTA sectional doors
with a natural look
custom-made to your ideas

We add a new decor
each year.

Combination of any decor with any
groove type and stainless accessories
Wide offer of wooden decor in the market,
choice of many types of wood imitations
Natural appearance of the material,
highly intensive wood-graining structure

Sectional doors
WOOD IMITATION

Higher resistance
to mechanical damage of the door surface

Get closerto nature
26

Sample book of renolit foils

Another wide range
of decor on the market,
a large selection of many types
of wood imitations and colours.
27

Sectional doors
WOOD IMITATION

Long lifetime and colour stability,
the 150-micron-thick film and UV filter
provide the door with a long new-look
appearance.

SECTIONAL DOORS
GROOVES FREE OF CHARGE

GROOVE-LESS

Make no compromise. Don't be limited in your ideas about
doors. Ginger up your door and tune up its design with one
of the offered groove types.
An attractive plastic effect, a groove, is created by mechanical surface
treatment of the door section. Any groove type you choose will be
made for you free of charge and in any colour combination.
This is an above-standard service that LOMAX provides
to all its customers.

MIDDLE GROOVE

SLAT

BLOCK

Sectional door with mechanical
surface treatment
Combination of any groove type with any decor,
colour or stainless element
Offering groove types free of charge,
except for irregular composition of blocks

IRREGULAR COMPOSITION
OF BLOCKS

Thousands of options for your house features
The groove does not influence the great
insulation properties of sectional doors.
All sectional doors, even with groove type,
are provided with a 10-year guarantee.

The grooves are still in!
28
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Sectional doors
GROOVES FREE OF CHARGE!

Sectional doors
GROOVES FREE OF CHARGE!

We are the only ones to offer any groove type
from the interior side of the doors free of
charge.

STAINLESS ELEMENTS
MODERN DESIGN
You can imagine anything. There are no limits to
your ideas. Employ your imagination and design original
stainless elements making a little piece
of art from your sectional doors, showing
your house as a very personal and inventive place for living.

101

102

104

106

107

108

110

own design

Be creative
30
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Stainless elements
MODERN DESIGN

Stainless elements
MODERN DESIGN

Sectional doors
CREATIVE line 100

STAINLESS ELEMENTS
MODERN DESIGN
Sectional doors
CREATIVE line 200
203

211

212

214

220

222

Accessories of the CREATIVE line are made of
stainless sheet, with any colour from our
sample books for a fee.

The right thing for your style
32
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Stainless elements
MODERN DESIGN

Stainless elements
MODERN DESIGN

The majority of CREATIVE patterns can also be
used on PRAKTIK sliding doors going sideways
into the garage.

STAINLESS ELEMENTS
COMBINATION WITH WINDOWS

301

302

303

304

305

306

307

308

309

401

detail 401

402

Sectional doors
CREATIVE lines 300 and 400
made of stainless sheet combined with acrylate windows in various
combinations. For a fee, the door can be painted using any colour shade
from our sample books.

Land Registry /
House Number
Creative 402
Creative 403
Creative 404
404

Brighten up YOUR garage
34
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Stainless elements
BE CREATIVE

Stainless elements
BE CREATIVE

403

ACCESSORIES FOR SECTIONAL AND SLIDING DOORS

ELECTRIC ACCESSORIES FOR SECTIONAL AND SLIDING DOORS

GLAZING
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Accessories for sectional
and sliding doors
GLAZING

Aluminium glazed sections (ALW)
filled with plexiglass let more light
into the garage. The perforated sheet
sections also provide your garage with
perfect ventilation.
ALW sections can be used
both for industrial and private doors.

Bright moments
You will still have enough light to move
and work inside the garage protected
by the door with glazing. The glazing
simply has only bright sides.
Brightened space,
the glazing ensures more light coming into the
interior of the garage.

Quiet operation, soft moving off and finish of the door
thanks to Marantec electric drives

Green LED:
The door is closed
or closing

Two-way communication – controller Marantec
with bi.linked technology can also be used as a twoway transmitter with LED door position indication.

Red LED:
The door is open
or opening

First aid in case of a power failure,
the door can be opened manually.
Efficient house protection thanks to an electronically
controlled fuse producing pressure against the prybar.

Movement!

The windows can be foiled,
we can put any motive foiled on the door window.

Energy savings thanks to low consumption of
electricity of 0.6 W (BlueLine) in the stand-by mode.

Industrial alternative,
all types of glazing can be made in industrial design
to see from your garage what happens outside.

High safety level – uniqueness of a remote control
code provides 281 billion possible combinations.

Things must move!
Forward. Sideways.
To the sides. There and back.
Save yourself the hassle
of handling the door and
speed up its movement.

Variable shapes of glazed elements,
brightening your garage with the oval or block
windows or an aluminium glazed section (ALW).
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Door position
button to check the
position of your
garage door

Don’t waste your time when using EXCLUSIVE DRIVES
speed function = opening speed up to 22 cm/s.
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Electric accessories for sectional
and sliding doors – Marantec

More light
and air

Guarantee 5

5

Three command
buttons to control
various functions,
such as opening
and closing of up to
three doors.
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ELECTRIC ACCESSORIES FOR SECTIONAL
DOORS

INTELLIGENT
HOUSE CONTROL

Controls and automated systems

Lighting

Façade and roof windows
Interior blinds

Curtains

Heating
systems

Alarms
and security

Wind and sun
sensors
Alarm

Window shutters
Screen roller
shutters

Security systems

Outdoor ventilation
blinds
Roller shutters
Dexxo Pro

Wall control

Chip card reader

Door drives for family houses
One remote control
With one remote control you can control not
only the garage door but also the entrance
gate.
Safety
Safe to operate, burglar-proof with the
closed door.

Around the house

Pergola
Veranda

Garage door

Fingerprint sensor

Comfort always
and everywhere!

Side drives for doors of industrial
premises

You don't have to let up
on any of your comfort
requests anywhere with the
drive Dexxo Pro by Somfy.

Chip card reader
Chip cards cannot be copied, so they are a safer
option than opening with a key.

Remote control MARANTEC
Magnetic wall remote control

Code keypad
Open the door more securely by entering a
several-digit code.
Fingerprint sensor
You don't have to look for keys or a chip in your
pockets. Just place your finger on the sensor.

Control from anywhere
You can control your house from anywhere in
the world with a controller, smartphone, tablet or
computer.
You can always keep a good track
Wherever you are, you can easily find out what's
going on in your house. If the system detects a
threat, such as a fire or burglary, it will notify you
immediately so that you can respond.
Easy turnkey installation
Without the need for any unnecessary
construction work. We will deliver the system
to you with our products and install everything
according to your wishes.
Energy saving
The sensors independently control the shading
elements according to the intensity of sunlight,
thus regulating the temperature inside the
house. In summer they keep warm outside and
in winter inside. And you save on energy.
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Entrance gate

Simplify your life!
Garage doors, blinds, roller
shutters, but even light,
heating or a gate. Connect
them into one unit and
control your digital home
from anywhere.
We cooperate with companies of
renowned brands that specialize
in these systems such as: Somfy,
MARANTEC, iNELS, etc.
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Intelligent
house control

Code keypad

Electric accessories
for sectional doors

Access control

Awnings

ROLLING DOORS

SIMPLE SOLUTION

Wide
range of
custommade
products

Your garage is untouchable. And it will remain so for a long time after
you get a rolling door for your garage. Winding up into a box
above the upper edge of the garage, the rolling door requires almost
no building adjustment.

Rolling doors custommade to your ideas

We add a new decor
each year.

Easy installation
without the need for structural modifications.
Low maintenance
Wide range of colours
Saving space under the garage ceiling
Possibility to choose between manual
or motor control

Sample book NCS

Easy replacement of slats in case of damage
Possible to install from the outside
on the façade of the house.

Use your garage up to the ceiling
40
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Rolling doors
SIMPLE SOLUTION

Rolling doors
SIMPLE SOLUTION

Sample book RAL

Another wide range
of decor on the market,
a large selection of many types
of wood imitations and colours.

OTHER LOMAX PRODUCTS

OUTDOOR VENTILATION BLINDS

OTHER LOMAX PRODUCTS

ENTRANCE DOORS

OUTDOOR VENTILATION BLINDS

ENTRANCE DOORS

OTHER LOMAX PRODUCTS

EXTERIOR ROLLER SHUTTERS
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Other LOMAX products
OUTDOOR VENTILATION BLINDS

EXTERIOR ROLLER SHUTTERS

LOMAX & Co s.r.o.

More than
80 authorized
dealers
in the Czech Republic
and Slovakia
LOMAX
is always within reach

Garage
door

Exterior
roller
shutters

Outdoor
ventilation
blinds

Entrance
doors

LOMAX & Co s.r.o.
Bořetice 417, 691 08 Bořetice
Tel.: +420 519 304 050, +420 519 304 020
Fax: +420 519 304 011
e-mail: export@lomaxeurope.com
www.lomaxeurope.com
The pictures in the catalogue are only illustrative, the producer
reserves the right to make production changes. Issue 2021/05

